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PROF., W. H, WYNN, 
Now throbs or' every vernal gale 
Tho rhythm,of the new-born year, 
From wooi',i and furrow, bill and dale, 
The exulJ{imt joy I hear; 
Glad ~ature bursting with a shout 
Her ohafing manacles of cold, 
Lee,dL~ all ber choral singers out, 
In fen,, and field, and fold. 
I wonld'-thP! tJ>"•V whispering breeze, 
And lispiI\Ig o:'f t1e · ,o, senect rills, 
And note pf bir~8 amm,1g the trees, 
And bleating fro,11 ti' ,e hills, 
Like some great F'_'~,'aph of the Spring, 
In fullest r,lptu re swept along, 
Might take m)" soul upon its wing, 
And tutor it to song. 
Might breathe i"or me the subtle score 
Of all the mingli,'lg sounds I hear, 
The muttled thunct·,er's distarf: roar, 
The insect buzzing near, 
The sp,urow twittering· ,nvay 
Its multitudinous delig·ht; 
'l'he thrush upon its breezy spray, 
The eagle on its height. 
'l'he water-fowl at break of day, 
Far swooping through the stormy night 
Drops screami11g from ber cloudy way 
To brooding isles of light, 
Where in a thousand downy nests 
The fledglings, bursting into song, 
From covert of maternal breasts, 
Shall swarm the Summer long. 
Through all the land in deafening peals, 
Rings out the chorus shrill and harsh, 
The noisy ritual that seals 
Tlte nuptials of the marsh: 
'..he cattle lowing on the plain; 
'l'ne neighing horses in the stall; 
'rhe wind in dalliance with the rain; 
I hoar and feel it all. 
What· is it swells the cxpeetant breast, 
,vhnt haunting, ling·ering· la,Y of love, 
Like Summer winds above the nest 
0f eooing·, brooding dove! 
Uomcthing that tells m~ I u.m kin 
~ro all tha1- revels in the sun, 
That evermore our life hntn been 
Indissolubly one. 
See where the tree~ are lea ing out, 
A.ndibirds within their cov(:-rt sing, 
And blossoms which the winds do flout. 
Their fragrant pollen tting; 
And bees, and birds, arnl bursting bloom, 
And all the teeming air that beats,-
Inlinity doth give them room, 
And drench with primal heats. 
The tropics hither blow along, 
Prom gardens redolent with balm, 
8wcet winds that gu1 glc n1to song-
The odor of a psalm: 
All highest moods they fitly sing, 
In ever varied strains and free, 
I would the my,tery they bring 
Were deeply react lly me. 
Come, let u, build a tioral shrine 
Beneath the shado 1v of'the trees, 
With lily and rose md thyme and vine, 
And honeJ for the bees-
A trysting place where youth and maid 
~rheir Uritlal offer tugs uuty bring-. 4 
'fhc bud, the l>lo ;om, and the blade, 
'.rhe heraldry of tipring. 
91. THE TRUE TO-DAY. 
THE TRUE TO-DAY. time, and stamp each age with its peculiar 
w. n. w. character and disposition. 
Lift the veil which hides the ages. Peer Bbgin in your research with the first days 
backward over the wrecks and ruins, the of the eastern world. See the realm of faith, 
conquests and victories of the fullness of obedience, and despotism, where magificent 
time, and behold with keenest eye the empires were constituted, with all rational 
onward steady march of progress. ordinances and arrangments, but still in 
Study w"ell the underlying principl<'ls of such a_way that on~ individual alone, t~e 
the world's activities through the ever- sovereig~, was co~sc10u~ ~f freedom or reahz-
changing vistas of time. Mark well the ed the idea of its spi~it and where the 
causes which have checked or i.tiwuiPtei 1_inass_-revolved ar~und him merely as sub-the governing impulse of ,he unisersa,1_ ;;tances •>r a<J :i,·cicl.ents. 
heart. And then, with 1· 'l~entanding I This was tt.e ~e,1dency of the age and the 
taught and vision deve'oped, vi.ew th.eli'. :n,gh of 1ts very weakness, paradoxical as 
present thread of time an·.l know it-s o~igi,ti I as .'t m&,y -sP.t<m, contri}rnJ.,ed to its own over-
and its tendew:y. : · •· throw, and made plain t!ie path for the sue-
The p10gress of political and suolal 1c.ea~ ee9diug confli•~ts. l.,ook at the second step. 
is as appareut as the causes wl1icU •.n,il1ceci See tJi'3 1nd1vMdc . .d giving way to the anxious 
it are m~.nifest. The dullest student of af- growi g jealousies nf the few, the aristocra-
fairs of state cannot but mark our -rapid cies of tireece and Rome: mark the feeble 
advances towards a more compact, a more clutchiugs at a Jiigher frefldom in their em-
powerful, and a more homogeneous national bryoni:'c principles of democTacy; and follow 
life. them in their decline into a s,lavery the more 
This advance is as broad as the spirit of bitter because of their glimpse into the vol-
civilzation, as ,3troug as the mandates of umes of liberty and universal law. Thr 
fate, and as deep as the mysteries of the fu- tendency rises, and the modern ,,;orld, ad: 
ture. vancing apace, reveaied to ecwh his t,'1·eeclom, 
What we now possess is the culmination and di'l'used a senUment for its l, etter nur-
of the past. O·•.ll" present institutions are tnre, which gave it lastiP'-l' vig, 1r an<l im-
the out-growth of centuries of thought and pulse. 
action. Thus the empire c,}" fn•Pt1um was irnmgur-
At the outset of every age, man's body, ated; and the long a:nd painful efforts of 
heart, and mind have a distinctive structure modern history were req11irei:l to establish 
and disposition: and from this lasting ar- its reign. 
rangment, which all preceding centuries The Renaissance was the first glimpse of 
have contributed to construct or to consoli- eastern light, the Reformatio11 the dawn, 
date, spring permanent desires and apti- and the French and Am1.irican Revolutions 
tudes hv which 11e rnsolves and acts. fue dazzling eai·ly morr1ing of this last and 
This ideal model thus formed within him, 1,resent day in the progress of the idea tow-
whether obscure or distinct, complete or aid its g0al: a1J.i.'.. now the freedom which is 
rough-hewn, float'l befor._, his eyes. rallys all the Iegae y of the centuries of conflict is 
his a ,pirations. forces him to untiring action, kuov,11 as all truth, and contains within its 
deve,opes his d,~tinctivP pnwern, and causes magic self all the history and results 
him for centuries to conw. ; •! aim at one ef- of the natural and intellectual universe. 
feet: until, at. last, s:mmlated either by The freedom of to-day is as true as 1ts 
failure or success. he .conceives a new goal, perfect spirit. Consisting not in the nar-
and assumes a new life. row liberty of the individual, combining all 
That such is the law of the' world's in a common defense of its sacred principles, 
activities, needs hnt a eareful study of his- sacrificing naught that is vital to the exer-
tory to verify. The pages of the over-flow- cise of the personal will, it concedes to each 
ing centuries, a,- we tnr1. them one by one, his acquired place in the strife for position 
reveal to us the line of march through all and for promotion. It connects the inter-
LORD BEACONSFIELD. 85 
ests of the man with the progress of the race 
and joins again the good of both. It makes 
mutual the aid and sympathy of all, creating 
strength by its union, union by its beauty ,and 
beauty by its completeness. 
The freedom of to-day is as broad as its 
widest human conceptions. 
It embraces the most extensive realm of 
statemanship, tolerating the illusions of the 
fanatic and encouraging the right concept-
ions of our social system: and so adjusting 
all varying phases of these antagonistic ele-
ments as to make still naught but truth and 
justice and broader freedom. It embraces 
the most comprehensive liberality towards 
all phases of relig10us sentiment, turning 
not away the rigid discipline, the souls con-
tinuous stirvings, the cloistral austerity, and 
the sacrifice penance imposed by one ex-
treme; and extending no less a parental in-
dulgence to the giddiness of a lax morality, 
the volubility of modern atheism, and the 
attempted innovation of the speculative 
mind at the other extreme. lfather, it in-
vites a contest of the unreasoning bigot with 
the shallow and reckless empiric, and by its 
mystic potency transforms the spirits of 
"mntending factions and produces the mid-
dle plane of safety. 
It embraces the widest range of thought 
and speech, comprehending and protecting 
the diversity of the one, and casting forth 
its embodiment in the other for the uplift-
ing of the ever-living, ever-working uni-
verse of mind and heart. It gives full lib-
erty to the loom of time as it weaves the 
loose filiaments of mental action into the 
web of politics, of religion, or of science; 
and thought, to-day, with its development 
and rank, its structure and relation, its 
deep material root, its infinite growth 
through history and its lofty bloom at the 
summit of progress, becomes the strengh of 
the present and the hope of the time to 
come. 
The freedom of to-day is as deep and sure 
in his hold upon the hearts of men as its 
progress has been gradual and certain. It 
sees not alone the high and great, the noble 
and grand, !Jut recognizes and encourages 
as well, the low and meek, the man of care 
and the man of toil. With impartial hand 
it reaches up and lowers the one, it stoops 
and lifts the other, placingboth upon a com-
mon plane of right and justice, equalizing the 
prince and the peasant. So searching is it, 
that it ramifies through all systems, all so-
cities, and all hearts, and instructs the en-
tire world in the beauty of its attributes. 
Freedom is the stamp of the present; 
freedom is the onward tendency of the age, 
the truest freedom is the true to-day. · 
0 bright presence of to-day ! casting light 
into the darkest struggles of the human soul 
0 sweet garden of to-day ! yielding fruit of 
centuries and of ages, and blessing man 
with thy bounteous harvests. 0 true temple 
of to-day! making worthy our praise of the 
past and hopeful our prayers for the future. 
0 living rescue of to-day! lifting man from 
the superstitions of a world of fear, and plac-
ing him upon the rock of a higher wisdom. 
0 rich banquet of to-day! with board full-
spread the offering of the highest minds, a 
tri!Jute to the deepest lore, the blessing of 
the Eternal God! 
LORD BEACONSFIELD. 
L. C. 
Nothing brings tears to the eyes of a na-
tion as quickly as the passing away of a 
great man. It is a spontaneous result and 
acts upon each and every one. 
It is a strange and singular fact that al-
though we have never seen the man we 
never-the-less become sensible of grief to a 
greater or less degree. 
,v e are sorry to learn that the world has 
lost such a man. We are reluctant to be-
lieve the truth, unwilling to become con-
vinced that such is the case and that a truly 
great man has passed away. 
But when our hopes are scattered the world 
at large, his enemies, and friends, assume 
the sable garb in deep token of respect. But 
time comes to appease our grief and we see 
her with her ever skillful hand, wiping the 
tears away from the eyes of the afflicted 
nation. 
As the committee unveil a statue, so does 
the world resolve itself into a committee and 
unveil his character. 
Robert Ingersoll says: "A man who will 
tell the truth about the dead is a good 
man." What a solemn truth. ,vhat a 
noble doctrine for every man to follow. 
36 LORD BEACONSFIELD. 
"What admirable sentiment is contained in 
that one sentence. Let ns look at the char-
acter of this great man; look at his true life; 
read and peruse it as we would a book, then 
compare the version of his enemies with that 
of his friends. 
:Nearly everv great man has his special, 
and in it they are eminently successful. 
But we rarely see two eminently grand fac-
ulties combined in tne same mind. 
But when such is the case the" world al-
ways becomes aware of the fact and appre-
ciates such men. Such men are truly great. 
As the condor settles itself on the loftiest 
peaks of the Andes, so do such men re-
pose in the highest place in the Nation's 
mind. In the late Lord Beaconsfield we see 
two of the greatest qualifications combined 
in the one person that the nineteenth cen-
tury has witnessed. We Hot only notice a 
brilliant star in the political arena, but we 
observe a rainbow in the literary world that 
far surpasses auy of its kind. 
Beaconsfield outshines Carlyle because the 
latter only distinguished himself in one 
particular field, aml Ile surpasses Byron and 
Tennyson for the same reason. 
We may fairly say with his great parlia-
mentary rival "that he was the greatest gen-
ius of his age." 
By his death England has parted with an 
individual which it will never have again. 
On the mosaic of modern British political 
history his life stauds out-clear cut and 
distinct. In the pantheon of British de-
parted statesmen, his statue will loom up 
self-poised, yet grand. Ile was not a senti-
mental statesman of the pro-scientific period 
of the younger Pitt, or a scientific statesmen 
like Peel or Gladstone. But a purely prac-
tical statesman like Palmerston or Burke. 
Ile had a large amount of orientalism with 
which he combined a large degree of that 
modern realistic spirit "Which in politics as 
well as in literature, the arts, the drama is 
constantly seeking to blend the scientific 
realism of the present with the romanticism 
of the past. 
It was from this distinctive trait in his 
mental and moral constitution that while 
Lord Beaconsfield 's measnres swept over a 
wide field of prospective action and effect, 
they were never-the-less intensely practical 
hr their immediate effects. 
Lord Beaconsfield started out in life like 
majority of young men as an agitator. But 
even in his political agitation there was a 
strong favor of that orientalism which made 
the author of Lothair and Endymoin the ad-
miration of the young England of the time, 
and which enabled a young man with no 
aristocratic connections, and who was more-
over a cion of a despised race to become in 
time the leader of the wealthiest and proud-
est aristocracy on earth. 
He, however, was not the rough type of 
an agitator like O'Connell, but was a classi-
cal refined young man, winning friends by 
his eloquence and sarcasm in debate, and 
establishing a reputation in society for his 
extremely gracious wit and beautiful con-
versation. 
It has been said that he was such a master 
of the sterner powers of language and sar-
casm, that nothing has been in British par-
liament that can be compared with him. 
Very few men who have known what it 
is to earn their bread, who have not inherit-
ed their rank; who have received so little 
compulsory training; who have filled so few 
diplomatic positious; have exhibited that 
great breadth of political sagacity that has 
so disting-uished Lord Beaconsfield. He 
was one of the few British statesmen who 
correctly forecasted the issues of our civil 
war. While he predicted the ultimate tri-
umph of the North, Gladstone, his great 
rival, upheld and flattered the South. 
Lord Beaconsfield contended that the 
North would be successfnl, restore the 
Union, and hand down to posterity the 
precious government of our forefathers, and 
how true were his predictions. 
Through his prodigious intellect and un-
tiring industry he raised himself above his 
former peers, and when the British throne 
shall have crumbled and become only a 
thing of history, Beaconsfidld 's name will 
share her once glorious fame and be written 
with her brightest intellects on the silent 
records of time. 
Half a million of words are often sent 
from London in a single night by telegraph 
to the newspapers. 
TI1E lt OMEN OF HISTORY. B7 
THE WOMEN OP HISTORY. 
J.E. F. 
,voman, in the world's history, is not and 
has not been a figure head. Through count-
less generations sons and daughters, daugh-
ters and sons have been moulded by woman's 
powerful hand. 
It was a mother's hand and precepts that 
made a Coriolanus; a mother's influence, a 
mother's moulding hand that made a Charles 
the Ninth of Prance; it was the pure, virtu-
ous teachings of a noble mother that made 
an J<.;lizabeth; the evil, debasing influence of 
the French Queen that made a Mary, Queen 
of Scotts. Woman's greatness is not alone 
with the skill with which she provideth for 
her household, or in the blessing which her 
,children shower on her head. To her great-
ness as a legislator, and executive, a war-
rior, all of the pages in history testify. When 
duty placed its task before her, when God 
and country called, grand and nobly she ex-
ecut,ed every trust. 
With lofty and noble ambition has she 
stmggled to accomplish her purpose. Oft 
have her endeavors proved of no avail; oft 
have her designs been thwarted; but failure 
to her did not mean surrender. 
With what great and loving kindness, with 
what sweet sympathy and with what un-
bounded affection does she regard the pos-
sessors of her favor! But that ambition 
that labors only for self, that aversion and 
hat,e that seek but to destroy their object, 
that remorse that renders the last hours re-
plete with agony are no strangers to her. 
We pause before we advance, for we stand 
in the presence of the good, the true. the 
noble; the bad, the false, the base. ,ve stand 
in the presence of the learned, the cultured, 
the refined, the ignorant, the coarse, the 
rude. We stand in the presence of the lov-
ing mother, the affectionate and enobling 
wife, the benefactress of the needy; the re-
pelling m<,ther, the frivilous. debasing wife; 
the cold, unsympathizing friend of the poor. 
Her perfections and imperfections are but 
intensified each by contrast with the other. 
,ve are filled with admiration for one, we 
are repelled by instinct from the other. 
We gaze at the record of a Madam Roland, 
the soul of the Girdondist party, and feel 
that pride in woman which warms our blood 
and thrills our blood with approbation for 
the serene and noble spirit that could tame 
and moderate the plans of the fierce spirit of 
that party. Our admartiou is unbounded 
for the woman to whom those savage men 
would listen during their hottest debates, 
and whose wise political views were capa-
ble of changing their most cherished plans. 
It was she who was capable of cheering a pris-
on full of martyrs to the cause of liberty by 
her flashing genius and honeyed eloquence; 
who was capable of imbuin~ an old and 
venerabla man at the point of death.with a 
calmness and fortitude equaled only by her 
own. It was she who possessed the courage 
that could contemplate death on the scaffold 
with calmness: who heard only commenda-
tions from her conscience; who needed not 
to cry to her God for mercy, and who, in the 
face of the hooting mob, could cry with 
passionate fervor: ""0, Liberty! how many 
crimes are committed in fhy name." 
"' Socrates died like a hero;" ~Iadam Ro-
land like a woman. 
Turbulence of party strife and political 
revolution detracted naught from the puri-
ty of this womanly character. 
But now we turn" To pastures fresh and 
pleasures new," to the field of military name 
and fame. 
Zenobia is the star of our firmament. Zen-
bia, Queen of the East, a ruler, a warrior, a 
statesman, a lover of literature, a defender 
of freedom. 
Proud and haughty. she calmly bade de-
fiance to the Roman legions of two emperors. 
She defeated their armies, and, as general of 
her own forces, she wrested from Roman 
power the provinces of the East. 
The king-fisher may enjoy his repast for a 
time, but sooner or later the king of birds 
will despoil him of his prey. ""Cresar had 
his Brutus, Charles the second, his Crom-
well," and Zenobia her Aurelian. 
When demanded why she resisted the 
Roman power, her answer was," Because I 
disdained to consider as Roman emperors, a 
Claudius or a Gallianus; Aurelian alone I 
acknowledge as my sovereign and conquer-
or." Iler grace, her dark and marvelous 
beauty. her lofty and commanding stature, 
adorned a Roman triumph; and, as years 
rolled away, the Romans regarded with pride 
their conquered queen, and bestowed upon 
Zenobia and her sons many great and costly 
gifts. But my history of the Woman of 
History must not be one-sided. On hist-
ory's pages some shades must fall some 
leaves be stained and blackened. Why 
do I linger and gaze only at the half of my 
picture where patriotism, motherly love, 
wifely devotion, and the desire for the ad-
vancement of the good and the true are 
blended? Why do I shrink from the un-
veiled half? It is because here we see 
woman only in her baser form. Mind 
has not p rogressed with matter. Beauty of 
person does not indicate beanty of mind. 
It is here superior intellectuality indicates 
no high and noble purpose, no patriotic 
cause to be upheld and advocated. 
It is here we see portrayed the love that is 
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not of country, the love which seeks only for 
self agrandizement. Here we see delineated 
the ambition that does not enoble the pos-
sessor; the ambition that Cromwell was 
charged to fling away; the ambition which 
unfits for the conception of the greatest and 
purest: the ambition which covets positions 
that should be had only by patient waiting; 
the ambition which plots for the attaining 
of ends through ways that are dark and de-
vious. 
What more notable examples have we in 
history than Lady .Macbeth and Catherine 
de .Medichi. Lady ?.facbeth was sister-in-
law to a king, and finally the "'ife of a king. 
Catherine was the wife of a king and moth-
er of three kings. Both possessed that 
beauty in face and figure in which poets de-
light. One moved in the highest Scotch 
circles, the other controlled during life the 
dissolute and frivolous .French court. Over 
five hundred years span the interval between 
the death of one and the birth of the other. 
Each possessed superior intellectual en-
dowments, resolute will, talent for intrigue 
and unscrupulous ambition. Ent unto what 
shall we compare themr ·The earth beneath,' 
the unfathomable ether above, the "'waten; 
under the earth" can give no answer. 
Lady Macbeth is one to whom we hestitate 
to apply the name of woman, and Catherine 
de .Medechi is trnly characterized by the ap-
pellation .fiend. One was a loving spouse, 
the other a mother, unaffectionate and de-
signing, who wilfully and delibei:ately re-
tarded the mental development of her own 
sons that her influence might be unbounded. 
One supported her husband in the execu-
tion of horrible deeds; deeds that Shakespeare 
but partly records; deeds that stain the 
pages of history; deeds that that husband 
had fully resolved should be fu1ly accom-
plished with or without her consent; deeds, 
bloody deed, deeds that Scotland blushes to 
own; the other compelled the fulfillment of 
schemes which she had concocted; schemes 
which were viewed with horror even by a 
half imbicile; schemes which required all 'the 
unbounded inflnence and eloquence she 
possessed to appear clothed with political 
foresight; schemes which, when divested of 
this vesture, were monsters. never so loath-
some, so frightful, so overwhelmingly horri-
ble in conception and purpose. 
Each possessed the logic· that defies argu-
ment. Each possessed the faculty of seizing 
the weak points and making them the foun-
dation on which to build the superstructure 
of her infamy. Each knew the weak points 
in the nature to be assailed. Bach possessed 
the tact and talent to approach lwr victim at 
the right time, in the most proper place, and 
with the most pleasing address. 
Yet one was to the other as a dwarf to a 
giant. One can say she cfrire do, the other 
do~s. 
One dares to violate the laws of hospitality, 
to tread upon the sacred rights of a guest; 
the other negotiates treaties, gives solemn 
oaths, only to make more sure a great and 
sudden surprise. 
Is that night at the castle to be compared 
with St. Bartholemew's ever Is the murder 
of one man, though he be king of Scotland, 
to be compared to the slaughter of thousands 
of the noblest, the greatest subjects of the 
nation\' Is the invitation asked and de-
manded by king equivalent to the invitation 
to the marriage ceremonies of a princess to 
one of the greatest friends of the invited r Is 
not the blood that stained the fair hands of 
Lady Macbeth, the faces and hands of the 
grooms, and that trickled upon the floor, but 
an atom compared to the blood that flowed 
on St. Barholemew's ever Wordsr ·words 
are far to feeble to express the horrors of so 
diabolical a plot. 
Ambition for position was satisfied, but it 
proved to be "Apples of Sodom." The fierce 
thirst for revenge was quenched by rivers of 
blood which left a stain which "Washing in 
steep down banks of sulphur" could not ob-
literate. 
Lady Macbeth retained her power for sev-
teen years, Catherine, for thirty. Each died 
uncared for, and none regretting. History 
speaks with condemnation; readers comment 
with harshest words; man recedes with hor-
ror, and God looks with abhorrence and in-
dignation on characters who were able to 
conceive and execute deeds fraught with so 
much misery and woe. ·what a catalogue 
of crimes! Loath, abhor, despise them we 
must; and yet there is pity that the intellec-
tual powers, and the diplomatic ability of 
snch women should have left so complete a 
stain on history's pages. That such power-
ful native energies should have been nsed to 
debase instead of ennoble mankind. 
My picture of the Women of History has 
shown you the greatest beauty of mind, the 
greatest intellectual deformity; moral cour-
age, moral weakness; love for liberty, coun-
try and freedom. love for self and only self; 
heroism, cowardice; purity of thought, word, 
action; blackness of thought, ntterance, 
deed. 
If we have placed before us fame and ob-
scurity, let us weigh well what will be re-
quired of ns. Actions that lead in the path 
of honor and virtne, or actions that lead to 
dishonor and infamy. 
Let us choose virtue, if it should signify 
we areto be brothers to the rude swain, re-
mrmbering. 
Ever the rig-ht comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done; 
For humanity sweeps onward; 
Where to-day the martyr stands, 
nn the morrow croncbcs Judas 
With the silrnr in his hands. 
Far in front the cross stands ready, 
And the crackling fagots bum; 
While the hooting mob of yesterday 
In silent awo rnturn 
To gather up the scattered ashes 
lntu history's golden urn. 
THEORY OF PLEASURE AND PAIN. 
-~9 
sensible being, he consciously lives, but 
this only as he consciously energizes. Hu-
THEORY OF PLEAtiURE AND p AIN. man existence is only a more general ex-
. pression for human life, and human life only 
SCIENTIFIC. 
o. c. P. a more general expression for the sum of 
The different modi.flcations or states of energies in which that life is realized, and 
mind of which we are conscious, give rise through which it is manifested in conscious-
to a certain class of phenomena which we ness." vVe know that our existence or be-
call feelings. Among these we have one ing is realized by the manifestation of ener-
kind which we designate as pleasure and gy; hence every movement which we make 
pain. As the external world acts upon our is an exertion of energy-different modes of 
senses, the mind becomes modified or thrown actwn, activities or exercised energy; we 
out of its former state into a new; each of usually call power, faculty, disposition or 
these changes we call a conscious state of habit. From one view we can truly say that 
mind; they also give us the origin of feel- man is a bundle of energies. As our ener-
ings. We have two classes of feelings, sen- gies are exercised perfectly or imperfectly, 
sual and intellectual, or sensations and sen- so is mind in a state of pleasure or pain. If 
timements. In studying this theory, let us the energy is restrained from reaching its 
regard pleasure and pain as intellectual feel- natural bound, or stimulated to go beyond 
ings. Why is it that certain acts will pro- its normal limit, pain is the result; but if 
duce pleasure and others pain, or pleasure the energy is perfect, that is when it is a free 
at one time and pain at another!' Many ab- and spontaneous energy which the power is 
stract theories have been propounded, but capable of exerting, then we have a state of 
none seems to be more satisfactory than Sir mind called pleasure, or in the language of 
Wm. Hamilton's. Hamilton: a reflex or perfect energy. The 
Socrates says, that pleasure is the result energy of any single power may be short 
of harmonious relations, and pain the con- and intensive or less intense and prolonged. 
sequence of discord. Whenever the har- vVe have an abundance of examples in real 
mony of movement in the body is broken, life which illustrate this theory. Accord-
pain is the result; but when restored, pleas- to this view, the mind is susceptible of three 
ure is produced. This will naturally make states of feeling, pleasure, pain, and indiffer-
pain disagreeable and pleasure agreeable. ence. The affirmation of one does not infer 
Plato taught that pleasure is nothing abso- the negation of the other. Pleasure and 
lute or positive, but a mere relation and the pain are absolute and real; their degree of 
negative of pain; hence pleasure is produced intensity may be modified by their relativity, 
when pain is removed. This theory was but the actual state is real and not relative. 
modified by his follower Aristotle, who This is the abstract theory of the feelings 
showed clearly that pleasure and pain were which constitute the chief states of our 
absolute and not relative terms. Cardan's conscious existence. 
theory ·was that all pleasure has root in pre- Let us take a few examples from actual 
ceding pain. It can be said that this was life and see if this theory is applicable and 
identical with Plato's view. Montague fitting in the various conditions to which it 
maintained that our states of pleasure were may be applied. It is said by some that it 
only privations of our states of pain. Dis- is a pleasure to be idle; but everyone who 
cartes teaches that all our pleasures are has tried to console himself in idleness will 
nothing more than the consciousness of one tell yon that it is painful. Why is this!' An 
or more of our perfections. Leibnitz be- impeded energy is the cause. There is not 
lieved the same. These are some of the enough impulse to cause the energy to spring 
views held by the philosophers of the past. into full activity-it is restrained. In our 
Hamilton's theory seems to be the most studies vie find that when the energy is ex-
plausible, as it answers the requirements ercised in conquering a difficult problem, it 
better than any other. Ile says: "Man is brought beyond its natural limit and the 
exists only as he lives; as an intelligent and result is painful; but after mastering the sit-
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uation, the natural limit of the energy is 
brought beyond its former maximum; the 
energy is perfect, and pleasure instead of 
pain is the result. If there is any work 
which we love to perform, we experience a 
pleasure in doing it, because the energy is 
made perfect or brought into full activity. 
If we dislike to perform the task, the effort 
is painful because our will and mental con-
stitution retard the play of energy. The 
degree of pleasure and pain may be modified 
by their relativity; e. g., a man has lost a 
valuable article; as soon as he discovers the 
loss, pain or sorrow predominates, but he 
suddenly finds his treasure, now his state of 
mind is changed-pleasure or joy prevails. 
The joy is greater than it was before the loss 
was discovered, because when contrasted 
with the preceding state of mind which was 
pain or sorrow, its degree of intensity is 
made greater. _The question arises, how do 
we account for the pleasure manifested by 
spectators in scenes of torture, where the 
moral·nature ought to prohibit such indul-
gencies, as in the horse races of America, 
the cock fights of England, the bull fights of 
Spain, the gladiatorial combats of Rome or 
tragedies played by man. The only satis-
factory reason that can be given, is that the 
activity or energy is brought into fnll play. 
Speaking in common terms we say: The 
imagination is brought into activity or an 
excitement is producAd. There is a strong 
will or desire which prompts the energies 
into full activity; they are nearer perfection 
than when inactive and are not over-strain-
ed. because there is a powerful will which 
stimulates, hence tlrn result is pleasure. 
But when the moral nature of man has be-
come strong enough to conquer and guide 
our conatiue powers, then the effect of such 
spectacles are painfnl. In like manner fear 
may be joyful. There is nothing pleasant 
in a soldier's life; he fears death as much as 
any other human being, yet the roaring of 
of the cannon, the cries of the wounded and 
groans of the dying do not prevent him from 
rushing into the arms of death. Here the 
same law applies as in the previous case. 
,v e may observe the same thing in all stages 
of life. "\Vherever excitement is produced, 
the energy is unrestrained, the phenomena 
around us are entertaining and we enjoy the 
situation. 
Harmony and discord also effect the state 
of mind. The former produces pleasure and 
the latter pain. It is very improper to in-
dulge in hilarity on any solemn occasion, 
because it produces discord; but it would 
not be considered unfit to be merry at any 
joyful moment, because it is harmonious 
with the surrounding circumstances. Asso-
ciation of ideas has probably a greater in-
fluence in the working of this law than any 
other cause. ,v e can not think of our de-
parted friends and feel the same as when 
they were with us, because their departure 
has modified our state of mind and the result 
is pain rather than pleasure. Or we may en-
joy the company of a particular person be-
cause he did a favor to one of our friends. 
We may not clearly see the working of this 
law of pleasure and pain in every case, and 
in some we may not be able to give any rea-
son for the produced state of mind. But at 
present this theory is the only one by which 
we can account for such feelings as pleasure 
and pain. 
CHARLES DARWIN'". 
RY G. W, CATT, 
It is with no little regret that we chronicle 
the death of the typical scientific investi-
gator and most eminently philosophical nat-
uralist of the nineteenth century. On April 
20th. the wires brought us word that his la-
bors were at an · end. 
Mr. Darwin was born in Shrewsburgh, 
England in 1809. He probably inherited 
his love of nature from his grandfather, Dr. 
.Erasmus Darwin, who was a naturalist of 
some repute. .Mr. Darwin, after attending 
the Shrewsburgh School, spent two years in 
the University of Edinburgh, and took his 
degree of B. A. at Christs College, Cam-
bridge, in 1831. In the autumn of 1831, 
when Captain :Fitz Roy,R. N. offered tq give 
a part of his own cabin to any naturalist 
who would accompany II . .M. S. Beagle in 
her survey voyage and circumnavigation, 
.Mr. Darwin at once accepted the offer with-
out pay. His journal of this voyage shows 
.Mr. Darwin to have been a singulary close 
observer of every phenomenon of natural 
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history, and of every variety of condition, 
physical and mental, of the people whom he 
visited during this remarkable voyage; and 
exhibits the possession of perceptive powers 
of the highest order. 
In 1839, Mr. Darwin married his cousin, 
Emma Wedgwood, and shortly afterward 
took up his residence at Down, near Farn-
borough in•Kent. From that time until his 
death, in the retirement of his home, Mr. 
Darwin has devoted himself to the care of a 
large family, and the quiet and close inves-
tigation of the phenomena of nature. 
As we give a hasty glance backward over 
the field of his labors, and consider the in-
fluence they have had on scientific invesiga-
tion we are deeply impressed with the ex-
sent to which his investigations have pene-
trated, and the hold they have secured upon 
the scientific world. Previous to the issue of 
the "Origin of Species," (October 18.59) }-lr. 
Darwin occupied but a very obscure posi-
tion as a scientist. By that little work Mr. 
Darwin was introduced to the world never 
again to be forgotten. Since that time 
no man in connection with science has 
been so widely known. For, probably 
no work ever received the attention of 
a greater number of critics, or more severe 
criticisms; neither has any single work 
exerted a greater influence on the scien-
tific investigation of the last twenty years 
than it has. 
The "01igin of Species'' marks a new era 
in the history of biology. There is not a 
particle of ground in the whole field of bio-
logical inquiry where its influence is not felt. 
It has long since attained a position where 
the foremost men of science have either 
openly acknowledge its authority or silent-
ly acquiesced in its principles. In the "Origin 
of Species" many a young, ardent and earn-
est investigator has found inspiration and 
guidance. In it we find the following ex-
pression, "Animals have decended from at 
most only four or five progPnitors. '' "I 
should infer from analogy that probably all 
organized beings which have ever lived on 
this earth have descended from some one 
lived long before the first bed of the Silur-
ial system was deposited." 
In the above is pointed out the biologial 
side of general evolution, and from this, as 
it has since been developed, we have a firm 
base for operations from which we may 
conduct its conquests to the whole realm of 
nature. There is a grandeur in this view of 
life which transcends anything which can be 
conceived from the view of special creation. 
Thus the "Origin of Species" eminently or-
iginal as it was, paved the way which, when 
followed by greatly increased knowledge 
of embryology, led to biologial evolution now 
•miversally accepted. 
It marks the hegint of science from the 
idolatries of special creation to the rational-
ism of evolution. This being in direct antago-
nism to our opinions transmitted to us from 
our forefathers and incalculated in our na-
tures from our childhood, cannot be accepted 
without more or less of laceration; and is 
farther opposed by all our preconceived con• 
clusions. By this work that gi·eat concept-
ion which had not dawned upon the minds 
of the ancient philosophers-which had been 
buried in the slime and mud of the Hebrew 
mythology and school men's philosophy of 
the middle ages, now found itself on a 
firm foundation built by Darwin's hands. 
The origin of species is a fascinating 
topic, having interests and connection with 
every branch of science; natural and moral. 
Scientific subjects are often held to be prosy; 
but in the "Origin of Species" Mr. Darwin 
takes his readers into his confidence, freely 
displays to them the scources of his infor-
mation, and the workings of his mind, and 
even shares with them all his doubts; while 
in a clear and full exposition he sets forth 
the reasons which impel him to his conclu-
sions. And in his reasoning on the facts 
which he has gathered he is ever guided by 
the most rigid rules of inductive philosophy. 
These conclusions you may hesitate or decline 
to accept; but you at once recognize that they 
are presented with the utmost fairness, and 
if you think of arguments against them you 
may be certain that they have been duly 
considered before. Those who think Dar-
primordial form.'' "I view all living be- winism is only of speculative importance, 
ings, not as special creations, but as the and perhaps of transient interest, are greatly 
lineal descendants of some few beings which mistaken. Its conclusions in their applica-
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tions have become a power eminently prac-
tical and fruitful. It has given to Psycholo-
gy an impetus, anew field of inquiry: as in 
his great work, comparison is the guiding 
principle in the evolution of results; so, too, 
must the psychology of the future rest on 
comparison. Must labor with and only with 
its handmaid physiology. It is my firm belief 
that comparative l'sychology only can solve 
the seemingly insoluble problems of this 
abstruse science. 
Mr. Darwin not only points out the road, 
but himself labors indefatigably and un-
ceasingly. While the most important and 
far-reaching in its results, the "Origin of 
Species" forms but a very small part of his 
contributions to science, when we consider 
such works as "Descent of .Nian,'' "Animals 
and Plants under Domestication" "Climb-
ing Plants," his first contribution to the 
department of Botany; followed by "Orch-
ids Fertilized by Insects," "Fertilization in 
in the Vegetable Kingdom," '·Insectivorous 
Plants" and "Power of Movement in Plants" 
and others amounting in all over twenty vol-
umes, besides numerous contributions to 
various periodicals. 
But in spite of all the evidence contained 
in his volumes, and that can be brought to 
bear upon the question, some one will ex-
claim-" You have no direct evidence that 
the evolution hypothesis is true!'' Upon how 
few things comparatively have we direct 
evidence? Our views respecting the nature 
of the planets, of the sun and stars, are 
speculations which are not, and cannot be, 
directly verified; yet the astronomer mak-
ing his calculations from these speculations 
perdicts that a new planet will appear in 
such a place and at such a time, then 
turns his telescope focused for the pre-
viously calcuated position, and with-
in less than a minute of the calculated time 
:Neptune presents itself in the field of view. 
The statement that an extinct animal, of 
which we know only the skeleton, and never 
can know any more, had a heart and lun~s 
and gave birth to young which were devel-
oped in such and such a fashion. may be 
one which admits of no reasonable doubt, 
but it is an unverifiable hypothesis. I may 
be sure that I had a thought yesterday 
which I did not utter or write down but my 
present conviction of it cannot be ve1i-
fied. 
Whether we accept Mr. Darwin's conclu-
sions or not, we can but concede that he is 
worthy of our highest praise for having con-
tributed so much to free the mind from the 
shackles of superstition. The possibility, 
however remote, of banishing out of nature 
the apparent adaption of means to ends, and 
of everywhere setting up blind neccessity 
in the place of final causes, is to be regarded 
as one of the grandest advances ever made 
in the world of thought, as a step from 
which will be dated a new epoch in the treat-
ment of these problems. That he has in 
some measure diminished that torture of the 
mind which tries to understand the universe 
will be Darwin's highest title to fame, so 
long as there exists a philosophic student of 
nature. 'l'he ultimate causes are beyond the 
grasp of the finite mind. 
'l'he student of nature of the present day, 
can only assume an attitude of resignation 
toward the ultimate principles of things. 
Knowing how immovably fixed are the 
bounds set to man's understanding, he has 
no longing to transcend them. Ile sees that 
his field of research lies between the prob-
lems, "1Vhat are Matter and Forcei'" on 
the one hand, and "How do Matter and 
Force thinkr" on the other. Outside of this 
field he knows onlf that he knows nothing, 
possibly can know nothing, and probably 
will know nothing. Standing without diz-
ziness on this mountain summit of 
l'yrrhonism he scorns to people the vacuity 
round about him with images of his 
own phantasy, and surveys unappalled 
the unpitying drift of nature without know-
ing its ultimate cause. Ile is not disheart-
ened at the thought of standing face to face 
with eternal enigmas. Ile does not, like an 
Empedocles, cast himself into the Physicial 
abyss whose secrets he is unable to fathom; 
nor, like a Faust, into the ethical abyss . 
. For, he contemns not reason and science, 
though it be denied him to recognize the 
first cause of things. Like Lessing, he holds 
the higher good to consist, not in the poss-
ession, but in the pursuit of truth; and 
therefore does he find solace and exaltation 
in labor, which increases the store of human 
knowledge; which by healthv effort enhances 
the powers and capacities of our race, ex-
tends our diominion over nature, ennobles 
onr being by enriching our mind, and beau-
tifies it by multiplying our joys. .From any 
disheartening conclusion that may be pre-
sented, the student of nature recovers as he 
pronounces the countersign given by the 
dying Septimus Servius to his legionaries-
" Laborenm8." 
To him who has thus contributed knowl-
edge so vast in amount, who as an original 
investigator is unequaled, and the weight of 
whose contributions is so universally recog-
nized, science may well twine her laurel 
wreath of honor o'er his bier as it passes 
sile:qtly to the tomb. 
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tatives of the United States, that the State 
of Iowa be aml hereby is authorized to in-
vest erulmcment f'und of the I. A. C. in secll-
rities on real estate, nnder such rnles anu 
regulations as its General Assembly may 
hereafter enact." ,vhen we realize the fact 
that at the expiration of 1884, there will be 
in the treasury, accrneing from leases and 
payments of purchase money, nearly $600,000, 
we can estimate in part the value of the two 
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EVERV institution of learning owes its 
snccess or failnre to the executive ability 
manifested in its behalf. Aml we take great 
pleasure in announcing to onr · readers, that 
estate pays at least seven per cent. and in 
some instances not less than ten per cent. 
Therefore ::;18,000 to S:20,000 will yearly be 
added in advance of what the former law 
would have permitted. 
,v e are all proud of our alma mat, r, and 
can only be so in pro11ortion as she redounus 
to the welfare of her students, arnl keeps 
apaee. step by step, with the advancement 
of the times. And, standing as it now does. 
second to none in the west, we may have no 
fear of the maintainance of its stability so 
long as the energy of its present execu-
tive ability is supported and retained by 
the state authorities. 
one of tllegreatest achievements in the annals IT is certainly gratifying to our students 
of the I. A. C. has recently been accom- and friends to observe the progress our in-
plished by our much honored and esteemed stitution is making, a characteristic it has 
president, A. s. Welch. held since the ilrst day it opened its halls to 
The law formerly governing the financial the rising generation of Iowa. No sooner 
. . . does an advantage present itself than it 
welfare of the college and prol11b1tmg the suddenly becomes a part of then energy 
loaning of its funds on other than govern- i which is fast propdling us along to that 
ment or state bonds bearing not less than ' admirable state of which but few institutions 
iive per cent. interest has, by careful manip- in the west can boast. A great deal of 
credit is due somewhere, and as persons 
ulation and ever persistent effort on the nart 
acquainted with the college understanu 
of our president, been reealed, and in its stead this, we will only attempt in this article to 
has been inserted the following: "Be it en- call the attention of om readers to a sin-
acted by the Senate and House of Hepreseu- gle instance, and at the same time of a 
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new and valuable acquisition of ·which they 
may not have heard. 
Two years ago the Board sncceecled in se-
curing the services of .Miss Athearn as in-
structor of music in the institution, a lady 
of excellent talent and many accomplish-
ments; since which time .;\1iss A. has faith-
fully developed the musical advantage of this 
school, and drawn around her work an inter-
est not exceeded by any of the departments 
of the college; indeed, we have every reason 
to be proud of this work that ls being carried 
on here, and we predict, if there is any ad-
vantage in securing talent and competency; 
if there is anything in giving tl\e college, 
with its numerous other advantages, an air 
of culture and tone, the proper authorities 
will recognize this advantage by giving us a 
department of music in full with _}[iss A. 
at the head. The latest is a splendid pipe 
organ whose sonorous tones as they rever-
berate down through the old chapel hall, 
does much to make it an attractive place and 
compromise our feelings with the monotony 
which is sometimes felt. .Miss Athearn was 
right in asking for this instrument, and it 
is voted by all a success. It was put up by 
the Moline company, the same that had 
the large pipe organ on exhibition at the 
Des Moines exposition a few years ago.-
There is no doubt as to its excellent qualities 
as a musical instrument, its fine tone, easy 
action, and soft melody. To those of our 
old students who anticipate a call back 
among old scenes and pleasant associations 
we promise you a rare treat. 
NEv.1m before, perhaps, has the college 
been on a better footing. With many ex-
cellent facilities for doing such work as shall 
be a lasting credit to its .Faculty, and with 
these increasing facilities as the actual 
growth demands, it is felt that we are rapid-
ly assuming rank with tlte older scientific 
institutions of onr land, and particularly 
those of the extreme east, which are generally 
considered the best. 
That our worthy Board are doing all in 
their power to bring about this desirable 
-status is certainly worthy of remark, arnl 
that they are ably seconded by the Faculty 
must not be lost sight of; lmt another pow-
erful factor should be taken into considera-
tion of this question, namely, the feeling 
and influence of its students. ' 
Hardly a student that remains with us one 
term, and none come for less time than that, 
goes away without a feeling of deep regard 
for the institution. 
Of the older students it can be said that 
the regard they first entertain deepens into 
real affection, which combined with the sound 
judgment onr course of study has a tendency 
to develop in them, forms a working force 
in our favor not to be despised. That our 
students entertain such a feeling for the in-
stitution is shown by the readiness with 
·which they assist in making us better 
known, and as an outcome of their agitation 
is partly to be referred our constantly in-
creasing number of students. 
During our vacations many of us are met 
with natural and practical questions regard-
ing the real usefulness and the nature of our 
course. These questions come from business 
and professional men, who should have 
known before they asked the answers to 
the questions. The writer was informed by a 
prominent editor of northeastern Iowa, and 
a state otncer, that he knew so little of the 
real nature of our institution, that he could 
not even tell whether it took two, three, or 
four years to complete our course of study. 
Still he has passed and repassed within a 
stone's throw of the college a score of times. 
His many questions were answered only on 
condition that at his first opportunity he 
would pay us a visit here, and learn from 
observation what is being done. 
It is thus that the students, mingling 
with the masses, enjoy the privilege and 
take advantage of it, too, to enlarge the field 
of our acquaintance and usefulness. A 
noticeable feature of our students is the in-
creasing average age over the past four years. 
).lore men and women take degrees, and 
the outside work has greater dignity. That 
we all have the best interest of the institu-
tion at heart, is certainly true, and that this 
feeling is increasing and deepening will 
prove itself in the not distan future, in 
the more perfect work done, in an increase 
of students, and in more earnest labor in 






-""\Vho's Ben Lomond?'' 
-There's music everywhere. 
-There is 110 rest for the wicked. 
-What mean these class parades'? 
-Those Junior hats took the college by 
storm. 
-The farmers will soon be sowing their 
wildoats. 
-The pianos think they are having hum-
drum times. 
-Can't those Feshman girls make good 
cake though? 
-The frolickers froliced, but when was 
that .May-day picnic\' 
-What an awful lot of screeching that 
aurora borealis did make. 
-The gardeners are gardening the garden 
which has been lately tiled. 
-"Short crops" on the ~\.gricultural Farm 
tins year, so the barbers say. 
-One of the professors says he ''gave the 
students a rest'' on the first of .May. 
-Some of the Sophomores wear a smiling 
face since the "inter-term exams'' and some 
don't. 
-A recent rain has added about $:300 
to the damage which the .N" orth Hall has 
received. 
GENTLEMAN-"Go on with your story 
now, I am all ears." 
LADY-"So is any mule." 
-Some of our students went to Des 
Moines to hear Oscar. Was it a Wild(e) 
goose chase? 
-If Oscar Wilde could see the :'forth Hall 
now he could'nt say that the I. A. U. was 
destitute of ruins. 
-"They say" there are only five members 
of the board but we are sure we have seen 
at least twenty. 
--'l'he Freshmen are already beginning to 
number the days before vacation, when they 
may go home and "go to the Fourth." 
-The repairs on the North Hall are gofag 
on rapidly, and the entire building will be 
fit for use by the latter part of the term. 
-Doctor Lord says:-'".N" othing is so 
crushing as the dispersion of illusion." 
That is what the student thought when he 
examined the hash. 
-"Whence came those shrieks, so loud 
and shrill, that like an arrow cleave the airi'" 
Whence come they'? From a Senior who 
got some candy on an air line. 
-Although the cyclone "baf\ged" the 
frizzes of the south tower some and played 
carelessly with its shingled head, the golden 
pumpkin remained uninjured. 
-Class in Geology-,Student-"Is it so 
Professor, that in New Hampshire they have 
to grind the noses of the sheep so they can 
pick grass from between the rocks'?" 
-Is death followed by hot times?-Ask 
the spider that got into the pancakes. He 
might a sad story tell, which would throw 
much light upon the unknown future. 
-The effects of the change of last year is 
gradually wearing away, there are now sev-
eral of the students who find employment 
for an hour or two every day in the kitchen. 
-And now some of the Freshmen are 
mean enough to think that it would have 
been better to have invested $1,000 in the 
library than an organ; but you can't please 
everybody. 
-'One of the young ladies came very near 
having a nice cake sent to her but the cy-
clone came.-and the cake! Oh, where had 
it goner -
Ask of the winds that howled around. 
Aud with fragments strewe<l the lawn. 
-One of the students of English Litera- -Prof . .N" ettleton, of Tabor, who is to lec-
ture did not go to the picnic because he ' ture before the Christian Association of the 
chose the wrong casket. I. J .. C. the last Saturday evening (June 24) 
-Most of the students were completely of this term, comes with the best of recom-
"fagged out" after that "May-day frolic" 111t•11ds from those who have had the pleaus-
which the faculty gave them. ure of hearing him. 
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-A Junior soliloquizes thusly: "If 
Shakespeare, who was little lower than the 
angels, stole a deer, ought the faculty to be 
so hard on a feller jest for a few grapes." 
-Two sagacious Seniors in describing the 
plants of the carboniferous age, name them 
as the rhizopods and cyclones, and then 
remark that they hav'nt studied Botany for 
two years. 
-:N"ow's the time for Seniors to commence 
having their boots blacked in order to be 
ready for commencement. "Two shines for 
five cents" is cheap, considering the space 
necessary to be passed over. 
-A judge in New York has decided that 
the revised new testament will not do for 
witnesses to swear upon in his court. He is 
one of the sort of people who don't have 
their hettds turned by new fashions. 
- \Ve see many strange faces among the 
board this ye,1,r, and many of the faces which 
we saw last year and the old familiar canes 
are gone. \Ve hope that the 111:iw board may 
prove as just and impartial as were their 
predecessors. 
-This is certainly an uncommon year, al-
ready the deaths have been chronicled of 
three of the worlll"s most prominent meu-
Longfellow, Darwin and Emerson, and all 
within the short space of two months. 
Proj.-·'What is the color of the Hydra:''' 
Soph.-"Blue." Prof.-·'~\..re you color 
blirnl'(' Soph.-··Well then u·s red." Prof. 
-·'Green;' (general giggle); '"I meant the 
hydra.'' 
--We hear that among themail which was 
lost during the cyclone, was a letter from a 
professor of Horticulture in :N" orway, to Pro-
fessor lludd, the next day the letter was 
found in a Norway spruce. 
-Mr. Terrill, an architect of D2s Moines, 
and a friend of Mr. Shepard, pttid ns a visit. 
He is a graduate of the naval academy at 
.Annapolis. and has studied in Ennipe. He 
expressed his opinion of the College as mak-
ing a sturdy step in the right direction. 
YOlTNG LADY-"Didn't I march real well 
-The unselfish generosity of some of our 
students is marvelous, we have seen them 
sitting under evergreen trees, even in very 
disagreeable weather, trying to drive from 
the tree all obnoxious insects with tobacco 
smoke. 
-A Well(s)-worn song-
"When the leaves bel!in to fall, 
And the bir,ls begin to squall," 
That is the first verse, the song consists 
of an infinite number of verses and each 
one is a repetition of the preceding. 
-Thoughts of the boy who visited the 
faculty meeting: 
"Recant? I can't! 
Profs. to the right of us, 
I'rofs. to the left of us, 
Prexy in front of ns, 
To volley and thunder." 
-we have been treated to a fine view of the 
aurora borealis several times recently . and 
now scientific students are debating con-
cerning the cause; some think it is a reflec-
tion from an iceberg, others that it is the 
reflection of a prairie fire up among the Es-
quimaux, which culminates in burning one 
of their snow villages. 
Tbe minister spoke from tho platf,n•m, 
And his word~ were good and true; 
rl,he boy-; sat below eating peanuts, 
And thinking or oyster stew. 
,Vhich causes me to remark, 
.Aud 1ny language is pLtin, 
That for tricks that are d,1rk, 
A ncl ways that are vain, 
'l'hat big Senior class is peculiar. 
-The sturl.ents were invited to attend the 
first Senior dissertations. •_rhe audience 
c.onsisted of Freshmen and Seniors, the 
:Freshmen went to find out what kind of a 
show it was, the Seniors had to go because 
it was one of their class exercises. The 
:Freshmen seemed to have their curiosity 
fully satisfied, for after each dissertation 
three or four of them would shde out. 
The President is at home once more, he 
has been away much of the time this spring, 
so mi1ch so that when he met one of the 
Seniors, so911 after he came back, h~ seemeQ. 
much surprised and exclaimed,-",Vhatl the other evening:'" 
SoLDIEit-·'Yes, you did yery nicely.'' 
YoUNG LADY-''llow wo1thl you like 
drill me alwaysi'" 
you here! I thought I had graduated you 
to two or three times." As to what the Presi-
dent meant we must draw our own con-
Soldier faints. clusions. 
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Senior to Sophomore lcidy-" I suppose you 
are studying the narration of a consecutive 
series of phenomena in time or a description 
of a co-existant series of phenomena in 
space." 
Soph.-" No Ma'am, I am not taking that 
this year, I don't think I should like it." 
Senior-"lndeed! I always gleanedinfinite 
enjoyment from the perusal of history." 
Sophomore goes off wondering if that crazy 
Senior was talking about history all the 
time. 
-SubJect under consideration, radiation 
of heat: 
Prof.-" Polished surfaces retain ¥at." 
Junior No. 1-"Then it is not a good plan 
to polish a stove, is it:'" 
Prof.-'·Not if you want the stove to ra-
diate heat." 
· Jttnior No. 2-''Then it is a pretty good 
pkm to black boots, is it:''' 
Prof.-"That depends upon the season. If 
you wish them to retain heat, polish them; 
but to radiate heat, leave them unpulish11d. 
-A. new pipe organ now ornaments the 
west end of the chapel; it sounds somewhat 
louder than the old organ and will probably 
accomplish its object-viz: "drown out" the 
choir. It took several days to put it to-
gether and take away the old choir platform, 
so that there were three days that the stu-
dents were deprived of an opportunity to 
attend chapel exercises and to promenade 
in chapel. The new organ has been a great 
expense but it is an improvement which 
every one can appreciate. 
-This is a time in the year when we 
might become real enthusiastic and write 
poetry like the following: 
Winter has gone, 
Alone and forlorn. 
Welcome ~pring. 
~pring has comP, 
Tho birds sing some, 
'l'he grasshoppc·rs bum, 
.Mcr.y t,,p1-ing. 
But as this is a subject on which people 
cannot agrae, we will refrain from writing 
any poetry which will disclose our radcail 
views on the question. 
CLIPPINGS. 
Owen l\Iorris, the winner of the second 
prize in the Inter-Sstate Oratorical Contest 
at Jacksonville, last year, died of consump-
tion recently at his home in Northfield, 
Minnesota. 
B. C. Cory, Iowa's orator in the Inter-
State Oratorical Contest of '78, preaches at 
Ackley. . 
"If," asked a client, "a man has his ox 
gored. can't he recover anything~" "Not 
in this court he can't" calmly replied the 
lawyer, pocketing his retainer, "he may 
have his socks gored, or cut bias, or made 
plain with a panier for the heel and flounces 
for the bunions; nobody can recover a cent 
from you for it. l\Iake 'em as you like 'em." 
And the client went away and told his 
neighbors that La,vyer l'ocketall was goin~ 
crazy.-Haick-Eye. 
NoTICE.-The work containing the prize 
orations of the Inter-State and State Orator-
ical Contest, is now ready for sale. It is a 
volume of 125 pages, neatly printed and 
-During a cailed meeting of the Clio's bound in heavy paper. It contains the two 
the head of a Sophomore gentleman was I best orations of each year's contest, both 
suddenly thrust in the door and as suddenly State and Inter-State, since the organization 
thrust out; the key was tur~rnd and the Clio's of the Association, besides a history of the 
then realized the awf11l truth, that they were organization and growth of the Association. 
locked in. The imprisonmr>nt was bravely It is of great value to those interested in 
endured until evt>ry glimmer ot hope had oratorical matters, and will be sold at the 
left the pallid faces, each of which told a low price of 40 cents per volume. Orders 
piteous tale of woe. At last a Clio came should be sent to S. B. Howard. Iowa City, 
and freed her sisters who all proceeded or to W. U. Ray, Grinnell. The money must 
en masse and "treed the coon'' (Kuhns) that ae,·ornpany the order. College papers please 
had locked them iu. copy.-VirlPtte-Rep01·ter. 
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:Miss Abbie Frater is teaching in Clarence. 
We hear that Miss Ida .Miller is married. 
Vic.tor Coe is h~ving a good time at home 
on a farm. 
R. B. Swift has completed his law course 
at Iowa City. 
:Miss Clara Guyer is teaching at her home 
near Grand Junction. 
"\Ve hear that A. Hinman is at his home in 
Boone county following the plow. 
:Mr. Curtis was recently called away, for 
a few days by the death of his little nephew. 
:Mr. Vincent, who was called away on ac-
count of sickness at his home near Tabor, 
has returned. 
.Miss _Flore"r1ce ?\IcDonald, who teaches in 
Des l\Ioines, paid her relatives a visit a 
short time ago. 
l\Iiss Maud Summers, at 1Ialvern, Iowa, 
where she has been teaching, is recover-
ing frum a serious illness. 
The Sophomore class misses ~Iollie Elder, 
who on account of her health was compelled 
to drop her studies and go home to recruit. 
ALUMNI. 
'81. Tom Burke has decided to teach in 
Richland this summer. 
'80. .Miss Carrie Lane made a flying visit 
to her alma mater on the 5th inst. 
'79. l\IARRIED.-On the 19th inst, )Ir. 
Harry Beyers, of Sioux Rapids, and ~Iiss 
Jennie McElyea, of Class '79. 
'81. R. J. Hopkins and Sam Mcl~avren 
spent Saturday and Sunday at the I. A. C. 
a few weeks ago. 
'80. James Vincent, on January 1--lth, 
took unto himself a better half, in the per 
son of Miss Sadie Ives, of Hastings, Mills 
county, and is now settled down as one of 
southwestern Iowa's substantial farmers. 
Address, Riverton, Iowa. 
'79. :MA1mrnD.-G. C. l<'aville and Min-
nie Cleaver. We extend our heartfelt thanks 
to the happy couple for a portion of the 
wedding cake with which they kindly re-
membered us. Their many friends of the 
I. A. C. unite in wishing them a happy, 
prosperous future. 
'77. SERVED Hnr RIGHT.-The educa-
tional board of Audubon at their last meet-
ing employed Prof. Miller to conduct the 
schools, as principal, for another year, com-
mencing June 1st, of the present year, 
and increased his wages $10, thus making 
his salary $100 per. month: 'l'hat was a de-
served recognition, on the part the board, of 
Prof. Miller's worth as an educator. He 
has proven himseif to be the right man in 
the right place, and the members of the 
board are certainly to be commended for 
their action in the matter. Such fidelity as 
Mr . .Miller has shown for his profession is 
worthy of the heartiest recognition--Ex. 
'7~. In the library we tind an illustrated 
monthlJ of no small merit, 1'he Semi-1'rnpic 
O(tlifoniia, published m Los Angelos by 
Chas. Coleman and IL S. Dickey. _From it 
we clip the following: '"Mr. IL S. Dickey, 
well and favorably known in this city, has 
become associated as co-partner in the own-
ership and publication of this journal. .Mr. 
Dickey is a young man of sterling integri-
ty and honor, full of ambition, health and 
perseverance, and is a 'graduate of the Iowa 
State Agricultural College and has had con-
siderable experience in newspaper corre-
1:1pondence. He came to this county seven 
years ag1) and has been for several years 
connected with the Grange Store and "\York-
man Brothers, as book-keeper. His uniform 
courtesy and business abilitv while in those 
positions won for him a host of friends that 
now extend a hand of generous support and 
their best wishes for hia success in his new 
tielll. With his able assistance we hope to 
make the SemVL'ropic California a journal of 
absolute necessity to every farmer in South-
er California.'' 
=============== Hecipefor 8aturday Soup.-To make the 
stock: Save up the potato peelings, tomato 
skins, and any odd things you may find in 
the kitchen. Fry in Paleozoic butter. Have 
readv warm salted water and to every tive 
gallu°ns of water add one quart of stock. 
'l'llis is a cheap and reliable soup, which 
can be warmed and rewarmed without de-
stroying its tlavor. 
